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Down Light LED Fixtures 

The Down Light LED is the perfect light for your hallways, soffit lights and drive-thru, banks and fast 

food restaurants. At 12 watts, 18 watts and 40 watts, it can replace your power and money draining old 

fixtures for 60 watt, 100 watt and 150 watt respectively and provide better, brilliant, full spectrum light in 

your preferred color temperature. Coupled with lighting controls, this fixture will reduce your lighting 

energy bill significantly – up to 90% in some cases. The diodes are the top of the line and thanks to our 

patented Heat Spreader technology. 

 

 

 

 

 
               

 
 

 

 

Save 60-90% on Energy Costs 
The high efficiency LED Down Light will provide better 

light at your facility while using a fraction of the energy 

consumed by traditional fixtures – equaling high savings on 

your energy bill and on your maintenance cost. 

 

100,000 Hour Life 
 

This amazing fixture will last 100,000 hours with no bulbs to 

change (that is over 11 years operating 24/7). On top of the 

dollars saved in reduced energy consumption, significant 

time and money will also be saved in maintenance.  
 

Pure, Full-Spectrum Light 
 

Pure, steady, full spectrum light is the hallmark of Power Catch, Inc. The most advanced technology 

available is coupled with high quality diodes for the best lighting on the market. 

 

Eco-Friendly / Green Tech 
 

Less energy consumption = smaller carbon footprint, these LED fixtures are 100% recyclable and contain 

no hazardous chemicals, unlike conventional fluorescent and filament bulbs that contain mercury, PCB’s 

and other containments. We will recycle your old fixtures safely, properly and in a manner friendly to the 

environment. 

 

Quality Warranty 
 

5 year warranty on the entire fixture the diodes, the housing and drivers even if ran 24/7. Built tough to 

weather the harder exterior environment. 
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